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GizMac Accessories Ships New iPod Nano Case
Published on 02/22/08
GizMac Accessories, designer and manufacturer of innovative products for the Apple iPod
and iPhone, begin shipment of their Aluminate iPod case for the 3rd generation iPod Nano.
The front of the Aluminate is thin, colorful aluminum and the back of the case is made of
tough, clear polycarbonate. The combination of the aluminum and polycarbonate provide
superior iPod protection for the Nano. Attachments for the Aluminate iPod case include a
quick change lanyard and carabiner clip.
Torrance, CA - February 22, 2008 - GizMac Accessories, designer and manufacturer of
innovative products for the Apple iPod and iPhone, begin shipment of their Aluminate iPod
case for the 3rd generation iPod Nano.
Aluminate is a hybrid Nano case made from aluminum and polycarbonate. The front of the
Aluminate is thin, colorful aluminum and the back of the case is made of tough, clear
polycarbonate. The combination of the aluminum and polycarbonate provide superior iPod
protection for the Nano.
Screen and click wheel protection for the iPod Nano are built into the Aluminate case. The
Aluminate screen protector is part of the aluminum front cover and provides full screen
protection. The click wheel protector is also part of the Aluminate's metal front cover
and it protects while allowing the click wheel controls to function.
Attachments for the Aluminate iPod case include a quick change lanyard and carabiner clip.
The Aluminate lanyard is a thin and light, yet strong and secure way to carry your Nano.
The carabiner clip provides an additional way to wear or carry the Aluminate Nano case.
"The Aluminate is a good looking and protective iPod case to begin with," explained Ken
Vitto, Marketing Director for GizMac Accessories, "Then we added extra functionality and
value as GizMac always does with products we sell."
GizMac has made choosing the color of Aluminate Nano case a little easier by including two
different colors of cases in every package. The additional iPod case can be used to match
your changes in style or can be given to someone else. GizMac will even customize your
order with two of the same color Aluminates when purchasing from their web site directly.
The Aluminate iPod Nano cases are available in metallic shades of black, silver, blue,
pink and green. Retail price for the Aluminate is $29.99 U.S. and can be purchased through
authorized GizMac resellers or from the GizMac web site.
iPod Nano Case Aluminate:
http://www.gizmac.com/iPod-Nano-3rd-Generation-Cases-s/35.htm
Aluminate Nano iPod Case:
http://www.gizmac.com/Aluminate-for-3rd-Gen-Nano-p/aluminate-2pc.htm
iPod Case Aluminate Color Choice:
http://www.gizmac.com/PhotoGallery.asp?ProductCode=ALUMINATE%2D2PC
Aluminate Nano Case Details:
http://www.gizmac.com/GizMac-Aluminate-DuraSport-Nano/gizmac-aluminate-durasportfeatures.html
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GizMac Accessories, LLC is headquartered in the United States, designs and manufactures
innovative "Gizmos for Your Lifestyle." The GizMac team is dedicated to providing
solutions and support for the iPod communities around the world.
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